
How precious is your eternal salvation? 
There is a world of “Christian devils” the Judas of the ages that hate strict conservative 
Bible believers because they hate the Bible and they hate the instructions that are written 
in the Bible.    
Did you let these same devils put their sidereal time mode into your Bible when they 
mistranslate your Bible with only one purpose to rob you of your eternal life?  A artificial 
sidereal day measures the rotation of Earth relative to the stars rather than the Bible Solar 
day is hours (moments) by the sun and without clocks. God made solar days to be 
measured only with the eye, billions of years before there ever was thesidereal time mode 
or a clock to measure sidereal time.  

 
Do you even know for your eternal life the world of difference between sidereal time 
modes mistranslated by devils in false translated Bibles from the natural occurring space 
time mode in which the entire Bible is written?  
 
 I warn you that your eternal life depends on you learning truth of Bibles mistranslated in 
the sidereal time mode from Bible translated correct in the natural occurring space time 
mode.  
 
See the Holy Ekklesia Bible translation that removes from this Bible translation all 
influences of all false Catholic Catechism. 
 
The true solar Bible day written in the natural time mode is measured from dusk 
(beginning dark) of the evening on “day one of the seven day solar Sabbaton.  The 
beginning dark on the night of day one is a solar cycle of the same exact moment that 
God creates the beginning dark and the universe (Genesis 1:1-2).   
 
The ancient pagan religion of the solar sidereal day is and artificial day that is measured 
from midnight unto the next midnight.  
 
For your eternal life do you know which of these two very different time modes is your 
Bible translated?  For your eternal life, look in Matthew 28:1 and see how is your Bible 



translated in the record of the resurrection moment of Christ?  Does you translated Bible 
teach Christ resurrects on the first day of the sidereal week?  A "week" or the feminine 
"Wucu" of artificial solar days is a pagan religious calendar of the ancient Romans, the 
Egyptians, and the Babylonians that starts artificially at midnight.   
 
 Genesis 1:1 natural occurring space time begins with the dusk of the evening and ends 
with the dusk of the next consecutive evening.  
 
In the natural time mode the Christ resurrect at dusk of the evening on “day one of the 
Sabbaton” (Mat 28:1).  In natural space time mode there is no clocks or other instruments 
used to measure Bible time or any set Bible time event.  Natural Bible time is measured 
only with your eye as you do naturally measure time when you do not have an instrument 
such as a clock that measures time.   
 
 In the artificial sidereal time mode of the week days the true resurrection moment of 
Christ is at dusk of Saturday night.   
 
Take note; when Bibles are translated in the natural time mode there is five examples of 
Christ and disciples gathering to worship in the night of the resurrection.  See written 
these five times to gather and to worship at the resurrection moment of Christ in the 
Ekklesia Bible translation John 20:19; John 20:26; Acts 2:1; Acts 13:42-44; Acts 20:7.  
In all humility have you ever celebrated the Lord's supper at the true resurrection moment 
of the Christ on the night of day one of the seven day solar Sabbaton?  
 
In the pagan sidereal time mode the Christ is mistranslated in all popular Bibles by the 
rulers of the Catholic Church is to resurrect Christ at sunrise on the first day of the 
artificial sidereal week day (of the names of seven pagan sky gods) (see in popular Bibles 
Mat 28:1).  The purpose of ruling Catholics is to mistranslate the Bibles of Protestants 
and to make the Bibles of Protestants to teach the same sunrise resurrection as the false 
Catholic Catechism.  When the Bibles of protestants are made to teach the same false 
resurrection as the catholic catechisms then the Protestants cannot rebuke or teach against 
the false Sunday sunrise worship of keeping the catholic sunrise Sunday morning 
Eucharist.  
 
If you have allowed devils to translate your Bible in the sidereal time mode of the week 

days of the seven pagan sky gods then mistranslated sidereal 
time mode is making your Bible a cripple and a total wreck 
out of your false mistranslated Bible.   
 
Pagan artificial sidereal time mode when mistranslated in 
Bibles is the primary cause (from a Poll) for over ninety 
three (93) percent of all elite Scientists to hate the Bible and 
to hate the God of the Bible (see the poll on You-Tube give 
by the atheist and astrophysicist Neil deGrasse Tyson "Can 
Science And Religion Co-Exist.  You see the higher 
educated in the sciences study to know the world of 



difference between natural occurring space time from the pagan religion of the artificial 
sidereal week days of the seven pagan sky gods.  
  
Look in your Bible and for your eternal life discover does your Bible teach false in Mark 
16:1-2 that the women will purchase spices after midnight of Sunday.  
 
 Does your Bible teach the mistranslated lie into your Bible by the archbishop Stephen 
Langton of the Catholic church when he is very clever to manipulate chapter numbers in 
your Bible that teach the lie that the women will purchase spices after the seventh day 
Sabbath to put on the dead body of Christ; when Christ is recorded in the natural 
occurring time mode to have been resurrected for over twelve hours earlier?   

 
The clever archbishop of the Catholic church Stephen Langton by 
manipulating chapter numbers  the archbishop will make the women 
appear to purchase spices after midnight on the first day of the 
sidereal week day (of the seven pagan sky gods)?   
 
Your worship made to God and your eternal life depends on you 
knowing truth about the true resurrection moment of the Christ. 
 
Look the parallel record of Luke 23:55-56 is teaching these same 

women made the purchase of spices after the “Passover Sabbath” but -before the Seventh 
day Sabbath. 
 
Are you a strict ultra conservative Bible believer but are you penny wise to be a strict 
conservative Bible believer but have you become a pound fool when you let devils 
mistranslate your instructions written in false Bible translations?   
 
We are saved by keeping the lawful instructions written in the Bible. 
1Timothy {4:15} Be diligent in these things; give yourself wholly to them; that your 
progress may be manifest unto all.  {4:16} Take heed to yourself, and to the instructions.  
Continue in these things; for in doing these [lawful works] you shall save both yourself 
and them that hear you.   
 
"Know the truth" because it is the knowing of truth that will make us free from sin (John 
8:32). 
 
All English Bibles are a translation from the ancient languages of the Bible.  Who have 
you let influence your most precious written instruction written in your Bible translation?  
Would you let devils influence the instructions in your Bible translations and rob you of 
your eternal life?  Agape  
 
 


